[1] The FUV instrument on the IMAGE spacecraft frequently observes intense ultraviolet (UV) emissions from a localized High Latitude Dayside Aurora (HiLDA) poleward of the general auroral oval location [Frey et al., 2003a] . It has been shown that this aurora is entirely created by high-energy precipitating electrons, which have probably been accelerated in a quasi-static field-aligned electric potential. Here we extend the previous case study to an investigation of the HiLDA occurrence in the Northern Hemisphere over more than 2 years and compare it with the averaged solar wind plasma and interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) properties. HiLDA occurrence is strongly biased toward low solar wind density and IMF with positive B z , strong positive B y (clock angles around 70°), and negative B x components. Such IMF conditions are favorable for lobe reconnection in the Northern Hemisphere, and the creation of a dominating dusk convection cell with an upward field-aligned current in its center. Additionally, we investigate the seasonal occurrence of this phenomenon, which shows a maximum in the Northern Hemisphere during sunlit summer months and an almost complete absence in the dark winter. In contrast to the daylight-suppressed aurora in the auroral oval, the HiLDA cannot be the result of ionospheric feedback due to the stronger ionospheric conductance in sunlight. Instead, in agreement with ionospheric convection models, it is caused by the asymmetry of field-aligned currents in different seasons, which result from the different dipole tilt angles in summer and winter. We further discuss two scenarios for how the low solar wind density can enhance the field-aligned parallel potential over the dusk convection cell.
Introduction
[2] The aurora generally occurs in an oval between 60°-75°magnetic latitude in both hemispheres. In addition, there are many other types of localized aurora at high latitude separated from the auroral oval. Polar-cap patches drift in the anti-sunward direction [see, e.g., Walker et al., 1999] . Poleward moving auroral forms separate from the dayside auroral oval, move poleward for several minutes, and disappear inside the polar cap [Sandholt et al., 1986] . Many different kinds of arc-like features in the polar cap have been reviewed and summarized [Zhu et al., 1997; Kullen et al., 2002] . These features appear during northward IMF conditions and are described as sun-aligned arcs, transpolar arcs, or theta-aurora. They appear mostly during quiet geomagnetic conditions.
[3] Large-scale dayside auroral features were described by Murphree et al. [1990] during periods of northward IMF with IMF B x < 0 and B y > 0. Several of their observations showed that transpolar arcs were connected to localized emission regions, which lead them to conclude that these regions were connected to the high-latitude magnetopause, poleward of the cusp. In a later study, Elphinstone et al. [1993] summarized the dayside auroral features recorded by the UV imager on Viking. They demonstrated the relation of westward and anti-sunward motion of high-latitude dayside auroral forms in the northern post-noon region with antiparallel merging occurring poleward of the cusp on the front surface of the magnetotail.
[4] Ohtani et al. [1997] extended an earlier investigation of dayside aurora by Murphree and Elphinstone [1988] with IMF, ground magnetometer, and DMSP satellite particle data and showed the response of a localized aurora spot to changes in the IMF. The solar wind density and velocity corresponding to the observation of the auroral spot were quasi-steady prior to and during its appearance. A sudden increase in the positive IMF B z was determined as the cause of the spot.
[5] There is also the aurora at the footprint of the cusp that occurs at different magnetic latitudes for northward and southward IMF [Carbary and Meng, 1986] . The origin of the cusp aurora from magnetopause reconnection and the different location of the reconnection site for northward (southward) IMF at the high (low) latitude causes different morphology, location, and brightness of the cusp aurora [Frey et al., 2002 [Frey et al., , 2003c . During northward IMF the aurora at the cusp footprint occurs in a spot-like area and is sometimes completely separated from the auroral oval.
[6] In a recent study, a localized High-Latitude Dayside Aurora (HiLDA) was described together with an analysis of solar wind properties during 13 events in April -June 2001 [Frey et al., 2003a] . It is created by energetic electrons (several keV) and lacks any signature of simultaneous proton precipitation. It shows brightness changes on timescales between 30 and 70 min and occurs during very low solar wind density/pressure and northward IMF with a positive B y component. This aurora was explained as a consequence of high-latitude magnetopause reconnection that drives a downward current into the cusp footprint. This current is closed by an upward field-aligned current poleward of the cusp originating from the ionospheric HiLDA location. During low solar wind density, the abundance of current carriers (electrons) is very low and the system sets up an electrostatic potential to drive the few existing current carriers to close the current flow [Frey et al., 2003a; Korth et al., 2004] . The interpretation of the high-latitude reconnection process as the driving mechanism for the HiLDA occurrence was also consistent with observations and modeling of the high-latitude convection during northward IMF with strong B y component [Le et al., 2002] .
[7] Here we are going to extend the previous case studies to a more general relationship of HiLDA with solar wind conditions and investigate the seasonal occurrence of this phenomenon in the Northern Hemisphere. After a brief summary of instrumentation and IMAGE FUV observations we extend the previous case studies to a full 2-year period and discuss seasonal differences of the occurrence frequency of HiLDA.
Instrumentation and Data Analysis
[8] The IMAGE satellite is in a highly elliptical polar orbit of 1000 Â 45,600 km altitude. The Far Ultra-Violet imager (FUV) consists of three imaging sub-instruments and observes the aurora for 5 -10 s during every 2-min spin period [Mende et al., 2000] . Major properties such as fields of view, spatial resolution, and spectral sensitivity were validated by in-flight calibrations with stars [Frey et al., 2003b] . The Wideband Imaging Camera (WIC) has a passband of 140-180 nm covering emissions from the N 2 LBH-band and atomic NI lines. The proton aurora imaging spectrographic imager channel (SI-12) is sensitive to the Doppler-shifted Lyman-a emission around 121.8 nm from charge exchanging precipitating protons [Frey et al., 2001] . The oxygen imaging spectrographic imager channel (SI-13) has a passband of 5 nm around the 135.6-nm doublet of oxygen OI emission.
[9] Solar wind parameters for this study were obtained through CDAWeb from the Wind and ACE spacecraft. All solar wind properties were propagated to their most likely ionospheric impact times using the method described by Jacobsen et al. [1995] . In this method the solar wind is propagated to the bow shock with the solar wind speed, the magnetosheath velocity is averaged as 1/8 of the solar wind speed, and a single Alfvén travel time is used along the magnetic field line down to the ionosphere. Uncertainties amount to a few minutes and should not cause large errors in this investigation as the HiLDA spots were observed for long times (20 -600 min) during mostly stable solar wind Figure 1 . Definitions of solar wind clock angle q = atan(B y , B z ), azimuth angle f = atan(B x , B y ), and elevation angle a = atan(B z , B x ) in GSM coordinates as they will be used in Figure 5 . conditions. All magnetic field data were transformed into the GSM coordinate system. The solar wind clock, azimuth, and elevation angles in GSM-coordinates as they will be used later in this study are schematically given in Figure 1 .
Solar Wind and FUV Observations
[10] Examples of HiLDA observations from four different days in 2001 are given in Figure 2 . The original images were dayglow corrected and then re-mapped into a geomagnetic latitude-MLT coordinate system. Some of the images show small portions of the auroral oval with weak emissions, but in most cases of HiLDA observations, large portions of the auroral oval are very dim and the brightness is below the sensitivity limit of WIC (about 300 R).
[11] During the time period of May 19, 2000 (start of regular IMAGE-FUV operations), to September 30, 2002, we searched for favorable solar wind conditions which, according to the previous study, should be favorable for the occurrence of HiLDA [Frey et al., 2003a] . In solar wind data measured by Wind and ACE time periods were selected which fulfilled the following criteria: (1) The solar wind proton density had to be less than 3 cm À3 , (2) the GSM-B z component had to be greater than À0.5 nT, and (3) these conditions had to be fulfilled for more than 60 min.
[12] We decided to relax the requirement for positive GSM-B z to values greater than À0.5 nT instead of greater than 0.0 nT to allow for short-duration minimal negative excursions to still be included into the database. We excluded times when Wind was inside the magnetosheath/ magnetosphere. A total of 1057 hours were found in Wind data which fulfilled the selection criteria, and a total of 770 hours with appropriate ACE data. The smaller number of hours with ACE data is caused by large data gaps in ACE measured solar wind density and velocity. Figure 3 summarizes these results. For every day the total time is given for which the selection criteria were fulfilled in Wind (gray bars) and ACE data (black bars). The shaded areas indicate time periods when there were no FUV data available before launch, during a 2-week break in operation, and after the end of the present study period (30 September 2002) . For each of these time periods we checked how long FUV did operate and provided images of the Northern Hemisphere polar cap. The result is given as green bars in Figure 3 .
[13] Additionally, we visually inspected the full IMAGE-FUV data set for time periods which fulfilled the following criteria: (1) A localized region of bright emission had to be found poleward of the dayside auroral oval (>70°magnetic latitude) in the WIC images, (2) the localized region had to be observable for at least 20 min, and (3) no signature of proton precipitation is allowed in the SI-12 images.
[14] The third criterion eliminated several time periods of proton precipitation into the cusp similar to those previously described by Frey et al. [2002] . The total times with HiLDA observations are shown with red bars in Figure 3 . The most obvious result is the complete absence of HiLDA in January-mid-March and the rare occasion in OctoberDecember with only two brief periods of HiLDA observations during the two northern winter seasons. There is a maximum of HiLDA occurrence in the northern summer months when the phenomenon could be observed for many hours and sometimes repeatedly during the same day. In contrast, there are only two HiLDA observations on October 27 and December 20, 2001, though the general solar wind conditions were favorable for long times on many other days, especially in February and November 2001. A summary of the dates and times which were used to produce Figure 3 is published as an electronic supplement on the AGU web site for the scientific community to further explore this phenomenon and compare it with their own measurements. 
FUV Observations and Relationship to Solar Wind Properties
[15] Several individual events of HiLDA observations were described by Frey et al. [2003a] . Here we want to investigate a few additional statistical properties for the occurrence of HiLDA and especially extend it to over 2 years of observation.
[16] The average geomagnetic locations of the HiLDA spots are summarized in Figure 4 . The center locations of the spots were determined once every 15 min, and the result is shown in histogram format in geomagnetic latitude and local time. The maximum probability of HiLDA observations occurs at 84.5°latitude and 1430 hours MLT. The latitude is on average 10°higher than that of the postnoon auroral bright spots that were observed by the Polar UVI instrument [Liou et al., 1999] . Simultaneous particle measurements identified the source region of these 1500 MLT bright spots as the plasma sheet with keV-energy electrons together with energetic, hot, dense plasma sheet ions. In contrast, particle measurements at HiLDA spots showed a complete absence of precipitating ions [Frey et al., 2003a] , and indicate that the 1500 MLT spot and HiLDA are two different phenomena.
[17] Figure 5 summarizes the statistical solar wind density and magnetic field properties observed in 2000-2002 by the Wind and ACE spacecraft and relates them to the occurrence of HiLDA. We separate the FUV observations related to the Wind or ACE measurements as the solar wind monitors often show different solar wind properties (magnitude and direction of the IMF) and their number of measurements differ due to magnetospheric passages by Wind and large data gaps from ACE. For the comparison of HiLDA observations the solar wind measurements were propagated to their estimated time of ionospheric impact, and those falling into the HiLDA observation intervals are summarized in histogram format as black curves in Figure 5 . The corresponding histograms of solar wind measurements were then normalized to the maxima of the HiLDA related measurements, and are shown as shaded curves.
[18] The top two panels of Figure 5 show the histograms for the IMF clock angle q = atan(B y , B z ). The averaged clock angle over 3 years shows two peaks around À90°and +90°d ue to the general Parker spiral geometry of the solar wind magnetic field with a dominating y-component compared to the z-component. Out of this symmetric behavior the HiLDA occurrence prefers clock angles around 60°-70°, again confirming the previous result of preferred large positive B y and small, positive B z .
[19] The next two panels of Figure 5 show the IMF azimuth angle here defined as f = atan(B x , B y ). The general Parker spiral solar wind magnetic field geometry causes two maxima at À45°and +135°for equal magnitudes and opposite directions of the B x and B y components. Out of these values, HiLDA preferably occur at azimuth angles around À30°with larger positive B y values than the absolute value of the negative B x .
[20] For completeness we also show the IMF elevation angle defined as a = atan(B z , B x ). Again, there are two maxima at 0°and 180°caused by the Parker spiral geometry. The HiLDA occur preferably at values around 160°w ith larger negative B x and positive B z values. That again suggests the previous conclusion that HiLDA are driven by the high-latitude anti-parallel reconnection in the Northern Hemisphere with positive B z , negative B x , and an additional strong positive B y .
[21] The two bottom panels summarize the solar wind density properties. The Wind and ACE data have similar median values of 5.2 and 4.7 cm
À3
, and mean values of 7.0 and 6.2 cm À3 , respectively. HiLDA preferably occurs during low solar wind density, and therefore the density histogram is shifted toward lower values with similar mean and median values of 2.7 cm À3 and 2.0 cm À3 for both solar wind monitors. There were more than 1 million valid IMF measurements by Wind (92-s resolution) and almost 6 million by ACE (16-s resolution). There were almost 1 million valid solar wind plasma measurements by Wind (97-s resolution) and almost 1.5 million by ACE (64-s resolution). The top three rows summarize the IMF magnetic field clock, azimuth, and elevation angles, respectively. All angles were binned in 2°bins. The bottom row shows the histogram of solar wind density binned into 0.2 cm À3 bins. The solar wind histograms were normalized to the maxima of HiLDA observation histograms.
Discussion
period. The periods of frequent HiLDA observations coincided with periods of low geomagnetic activity (small Kp 0 -2) most likely caused by a region of low solar activity and its sector in the Parker spiral of the solar magnetic field. This observation confirms that HiLDA is not a phenomenon of strong geomagnetic activity but occurs rather during quiet conditions with northward IMF and low solar wind density.
[23] The major open question for this investigation is the reason for the preferred occurrence during the northern summer months. It cannot be attributed to a more frequent occurrence of favorable solar wind conditions during the summer months, as our Figure 3 indicates extended periods with favorable conditions in February and November 2001 without HiLDA observations.
[24] The two most important ionospheric/magnetospheric properties that are different in summer and winter are the ionospheric conductance and the dipole tilt angle. The general location of HiLDA at the dayside and 80°-90°l atitude is in full sunlight during summer and in darkness during winter. In a statistical study of electron precipitation in the auroral oval, Newell et al. [1996] found that beams of accelerated electrons creating discrete aurora occur primarily in darkness. The winter hemisphere is favored over the summer hemisphere, and night is favored over day. Solar EUV radiation increases the ionospheric conductivity during summer [see, e.g., Foster et al., 1983] , allowing field-aligned currents to flow without potential drop and electron acceleration. The authors therefore concluded that the ionospheric feedback mechanism controls the occurrence of discrete aurora with the lowest occurrence probability in the sunlit ionosphere. Numerical MHD model calculations confirmed that conclusion with a larger electron energy flux into the winter hemisphere [Pokhotelov et al., 2002] . A similar anti-correlation between ionospheric conductance and discrete aurora brightness was obtained with Polar UVI images [Shue et al., 2001 ]. Here we find a completely opposite behavior of HiLDA. The preferred occurrence in the sunlit summer hemisphere must have a different cause than the ionospheric conductance effect on the development of the feedback instability.
[25] The largest positive dipole tilt angles occur in northern summer, and the largest negative tilt angles occur in northern winter. Ionospheric properties that respond to changes in the dipole tilt are the distributions of the ionospheric electric potential and field-aligned currents [Papitashvili et al., 1994; Weimer, 2001] . As an example, we present the distribution of field-aligned currents as calculated by the IZMEM model calibrated by DMSP satellite ion drift observations in Figure 6 [ Papitashvili and Rich, 2002] . We used as input parameters the mean solar wind values during the HiLDA observations (section 4) which were B x = À2.5 nT, B y = 5.5 nT, and B z = 2.5 nT. The IZMEM model is not parameterized for solar wind density or pressure. We then calculated the distribution of field-aligned currents on June 1 and December 1, 2001.
[26] Figure 6a shows the field-aligned current distribution during northern summer. Solid lines indicate contours of downward current, and dashed lines indicate contours of upward current. During these conditions with a strong positive B y a two cell convection pattern forms with the upward field-aligned current located at high latitude in the center of a clockwise convection dusk cell.
[27] Figure 6b shows the field-aligned current distribution during northern winter. The high-latitude region-1 and dayside upward field-aligned currents are much larger in summer than in winter. The same also applies to the downward field-aligned currents as the pairs are well Figure 6 . Results of model calculations of the fieldaligned current distribution with the IZMEM model calibrated by DMSP ion drift observations [Papitashvili and Rich, 2002] . Input parameters were the average solar wind magnetic field values for HiLDA observations, and the calculations were performed for northern summer and winter, respectively. balanced [Christiansen et al., 2002] . However, these downward field-aligned currents do not show auroral features that would be visible in our ultraviolet images. This general increase of the field-aligned currents in summer is likely one of the major reasons for an increased occurrence of HiLDA with increased currents in the summer season.
[28] The whole process of HiLDA generations appears to be a combination of several effects. When the IMF has a strong positive B y component and the dipole has a large positive tilt angle, the dusk cell dominates the dawn cell in the northern summer hemisphere so that it almost disappears [Crooker and Rich, 1993] . This also creates an upward current at high latitude in the center of the dusk convection cell [Eriksson et al., 2002] . Additional positive IMF B z and negative B x components favor reconnection tailward of the northern cusp [Luhmann et al., 1984] , with a possible B y -related shift toward the dusk flank, and drive a downward current into the dayside cusp. The high ionospheric conductance from solar EUV illumination of the northern polar cap allows the downward current in the cusp to connect with the upward current poleward of it.
[29] The impact of the low solar wind density may be twofold. If the solar wind density is low, or even more if it has been low for some time, the tail region of the magnetosphere does not have enough current carriers to maintain the upward current. In order to keep the current flowing [Siscoe et al., 2001] , the system sets up a parallel potential that accelerates the electrons into the ionosphere and subsequently creates the HiLDA at the footprint. The other possible impact of the low solar wind density is the reduction of the Alfvén Mach number and a lower plasma beta in the magnetosheath adjacent to the reconnection site. The reduced Mach number enhances the strength of the dusk convection cell [Crooker et al., 1998 ] and thus the strength of the upward current at the HiLDA footprint. The lower plasma beta is considered favorable for the onset of reconnection and can create a stronger downward current into the cusp. A lower Mach number would also enhance the probability of sunward convective components in the reconnected open flux tubes due to the j Â B forces overcoming the tailward tugging of the magnetosheath field [e.g., Gosling et al., 1991; Cooling et al., 2001] .
[30] The whole process can therefore be explained with two slightly different scenarios. The first possibility is that (1) as a result of the large positive dipole tilt, (2) a strong dusk convection is driven, with (3) the positive IMF B z creating reconnection, that (4) drives the downward current, which (5) is closed by the high ionospheric conductance to the (6) field-aligned upward current, which (7) requires acceleration of electrons due to the low density of available current carriers. The other possibility is that (1) a large dipole tilt for B y > 0 enhances (2) the probability of reconnection and the offset of the merging site toward the duskside flank, which (3) together with a low solar wind density results in (4) a stronger dusk convection cell with a higher potential drop over it that generates (5) a stronger upward current that (6) closes more easily via Pedersen currents in the summer northern ionosphere. The available data do not allow ruling out one or the other of the two possibilities. However, regardless of which option is true, the HiLDA creation process is different from the creation of discrete aurora by the feedback instability, which occurs during low ionospheric conductance [Newell et al., 1996] .
Conclusions
[31] We extended a previous event investigation of the properties of localized, bright FUV emission at the dayside high latitudes, which are frequently observed by the FUV instrument on IMAGE [Frey et al., 2003a] . The much higher latitude location, the requirement for low solar wind densities and strong positive IMF B y , and the complete absence of proton precipitation separate this phenomenon from the previously described proton aurora in the cusp [Frey et al., 2002] and the 1500 MLT bright aurora spot [Liou et al., 1999] .
[32] This paper compares the general occurrence of HiLDA over more than 2 years of IMAGE observations with the average solar wind conditions during that time. It is found that the HiLDA occurrence has a very different magnetic field and solar wind density distribution than the averaged solar wind properties. This confirms that there are favorable solar wind conditions that act as a driver for this phenomenon and other conditions, which completely suppress the occurrence. The favorable HiLDA conditions are as follows: (1) The solar wind proton density had to be less than 4 cm À3 , preferably even less than 2 cm À3 ; (2) the IMF clock angle has to be between 50°and 90°; and (3) the IMF azimuth angle has to be between À60°and 0°.
[33] Furthermore, we show here for the first time a very strong seasonal dependence of HiLDA occurrence with a maximum in northern polar summer and a minimum in northern winter. In contrast to the preferred occurrence of aurora in the auroral oval during darkness [Newell et al., 1996] , this phenomenon has an opposite behavior and cannot be caused by the ionospheric conductance feedback.
[34] The other major ionospheric properties with a seasonal dependence are the distributions of electric potentials and field-aligned currents with different dipole tilt angles [Papitashvili et al., 1994; Weimer, 2001] . In addition to the conclusion in the previous paper that highlatitude reconnection is the driving process of HiLDA creation, we here confirm with semi-empirical model calculations that the seasonal differences in dipole tilt and field-aligned current strength are the driving factors for the seasonal dependence of HiLDA occurrence. During northern winter, when the field-aligned current strength is small, there is no need for the magnetosphere/ionosphere system to set up a strong field-aligned parallel potential to drive the upward current to the HiLDA footprint. In northern summer the field-aligned current strength is high and the high ionospheric conductance allows for an efficient current closure. The system either requires a parallel potential during times of low solar wind density, to compensate for the lack of current carriers and drive the required upward field-aligned current which in turn creates the bright, localized aurora [Korth et al., 2004] . The other possibility is a stronger potential drop over the dominating dusk convection cell due to the increased reconnection in response to the lower magnetosheath Alfvén Mach number and plasma beta.
[35] Whether the upward currents at HiLDA close with the downward cusp currents or not, however, cannot be fully answered based on the evidence provided in this paper alone. It has been suggested that a dominant IMF B y rotates the magnetotail and may push the boundary plasma sheet poleward on the northern duskside for positive IMF B y [e.g., Meng, 1981; Siscoe and Sanchez, 1987; Cowley et al., 1991; Jankowska et al., 1990] . That suggests the possibility of a connection of HiLDA with the postnoon lower latitude boundary plasma sheet. The role of the enhanced summertime ionospheric conductivity would thus be to close the imposed upward current via Pedersen currents to the region 2 downward current equatorward of the boundary plasma sheet. It may therefore be that the upward current closes with both systems of downward currents.
[36] A file summarizing all time periods used for this study is available as an electronic supplement.
1 Other researchers are invited to look at those time periods with their data and different instrumentation. [38] Arthur Richmond thanks F. Christiansen and Stefan Eriksson for their assistance in evaluating this paper.
